
Creating a Reservation Quote
Reservation Creates are very similar to pencil ins, with temporarily holding inventory for a guest, but will allow
you to provide a costing quote/information to the guest. The quote will also contain more information
regarding the reservation than a pencil in, i.e. Client’s details, Occupant details, any additional products etc.
Contact DigitalRez to enable the Quote feature.
Click here to view the Help Video: Quotes Help Video

1 Creating a Quote

Reservation Quotes are made using the Calendar Quote Tool Submit button. Enter in the arrival date &the 
number of nights required and press Submit.
The Booking Quote screen will appear to create the quote. All quotes required a Client Name attached.
Click on the Client Details tab to enter in the guests’ information.
-If the client is a returning guest, click Search for Client to search for the client’s details.
- If the client is a new guest, click Add New Client to enter in the client’s details. 

Click on the Reservations tab to complete the quote.
Click on the + symbol next to the required Unit Type.
Enter in the number of Occupants required.
Additional products can be added to the quote if required. 
Once all the required information is entered, click the Quote button to create the quote.

A Save Quote box will appear, allowing for comments and more information.
Hold Inventory: If you require Inventory to be held, and the Quote to appear on the Availability Grid, tick on. If the 
flag is NO, the Quote will not appear on the Availability Grid or hold inventory for the reservation quote.
Expiry Date:  Enter in a date that the quote is available for, if applicable.
Comments: Enter in any comments to display on the Reservation Quote PDF and the Quote Panel. 

2 Reviewing created Quotes

All Quotes created will display within the Quote/Waiting List panel.
Click Utilities button on the Availability Grid and select Review Quotes button.
The Quote/Waiting List panel will appear displaying  all current Quotes.

Searching for a Quote:  Enter in the  number into the QTE Conf # Search panel. 
There are also other Filter Options i.e. Date Filters and Quote Status drop downs to help the search. 

Expired Quotes: If a quote is due to expire/or has expired but is still required, select the Quote displaying and click 
Keep. This will adjust the Expiry Date and indicate it is being Kept. 
If a quote has surpassed the expiry date/time indicated, the quote will not ‘disappear’ from the Quote/Waiting List 
panel. This allows for operators to know if the quote has out of date when/if speaking to the client. 
Cancelling a Quote: If the quote is no longer required, select the Quote and click Cancel. The client is not notified 
of the cancellation. 
Making a Quote into a reservation: Select the quote displaying and click the Select button. The Booking Quote 
screen will appear and press Submit to access the Guest Folio. Any adjustments can be made, if required, prior to 
pressing Submit and finalising the reservation. 
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3 Additional Information

-Warning List Clients: If a quote has been made for a client with a Warning List flag enabled, the Client’s name will 
display the warning list colour for your attention.

- Quotes can also be viewed  from the Pencil In tab of the Arrivals/Departures panel. This panel is only for visual 
reviews, any required adjustments to the Quote (Delete, or submit to a reservation) can not be made in this panel 
and must be completed in the Quote/Waiting List panel. 

- Comments entered when the Quote is created are not stored on the Guest Folio after the Quote has been 
submitted into a reservation. 

- Any changes to a created Quote (i.e. assigning an unit, entering in another comment etc) will result in the original 
Quote being cancelled and a new Quote and QTE# being created. 

- The Revenue and Occupancy statistics do not include any created quotes – ensuring accurate occupancy statistics.

- Quote Conf # can only be searched for within the Quote/Waiting List panel. 

- Quotes are capable of handling Group Bookings and Corporate bookings.

- Selecting the dates/unit from the Grid and pressing Submit will also allow for Quotes to be made. 

- The Availability Listing by Date Range  will not display units that have Quotes that have been assigned to the unit 
and the Hold Inventory flag enabled.

- The selected Unit Upcoming Bookings & Pencil In panel will display any quotes that have been assigned to the 
unit and the Hold Inventory flag enabled.
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